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Abstract
We present a review of wave propagation at the surface of anisotropic media (crystal symmetries).
The physics for media of cubic and hexagonal symmetries has been extensively studied based on
analytical and semi-analytical methods. However, some controversies regarding surfaces waves
and the use of different notations for the same modes require a review of the research done
and a clarification of the terminology. In a companion paper we obtain the full-wave solution
for the wave propagation at the surface of media with arbitrary symmetry (including cubic and
hexagonal symmetries) using two spectral numerical modeling algorithms.
Keywords: Surface waves, anisotropy

1. Introduction
The problem of surface wave (also called surface acoustic wave – SAW) propagation in
anisotropic media has been studied for many decades. It is of interest in acoustics of materials, e.g., non-destructive testing of materials, where the anisotropic elastic properties of thin
coatings or media containing subsurface cracks may be evaluated from measurements of the
characteristics of laser-generated SAW [1–6], in exploration geophysics [7–9], and in seismology
[10–13].
A homogeneous isotropic elastic half-space can accomodate three types of bulk waves: the P,
SV and SH waves, whose polarization vector is either parallel (for the P wave) or perpendicular
(for the two S waves) to the slowness vector. The polarization of the S waves with respect to the
free surface of the half-space is either vertical (for the SV wave) or horizontal (for the SH wave).
Only the P-wave and the SV-wave may be coupled at the flat free surface of homogeneous isotropic
elastic solids. A Rayleigh-type SAW resulting from the linear combination of the inhomogeneous
P- and S-waves then travels along the free boundary of an isotropic half-space. It propagates
without dispersion with a constant velocity close to the S-wave velocity of the medium [14,
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15]. The energy carried by this SAW, whose polarization is elliptical in the sagittal plane,
is concentrated in a one-wavelength-thick waveguide just below the free surface [16]. A point
source radiates, in addition to the P, S and Rayleigh wavefronts, an S head wave that connects
the P and S waves [17, 18].
In the presence of anisotropy, wave propagation presents substantial differences compared to
the isotropic case. The polarization vector of the three bulk waves is not necessarily parallel nor
normal to the slowness vector. Except for specific propagation directions, the “quasi” P- and
the two “quasi” S-waves may be coupled at the boundary of the elastic half-space and, contrary
to the isotropic case, the SAW in anisotropic media may then result from the linear combination
of three or two inhomogeneous bulk waves, or even from only one inhomogeneous bulk wave.
The anisotropic behavior of the medium therefore considerably modifies the existence and the
structure of the SAW that propagates at the free surface of the medium. The most striking
change is that an anisotropic half-space, contrary to the isotropic case, can accommodate various
supersonic SAWs (i.e., SAWs with at least one homogeneous bulk wave component), as will be
shown below. Moreover, the properties of the SAW are mainly constrained by the orientation of
the free surface and by the direction of propagation.
Anisotropy therefore induces considerable difficulties in analytically and explicitly studying
wave propagation. Attempts to derive explicit secular equations have been reported in [19–27],
but most of the methods used are only applicable to specific anisotropic media with a high level
of symmetry and may have spurious roots that must be carefully analyzed and suppressed. Few
problems in elastodynamics have a closed-form analytical solution and some can be investigated
with semi-analytical methods, but often one cannot be sure if these methods give reliable solutions. Being able to accurately simulate wave propagation numerically is therefore essential in a
wide range of fields, including ultrasonics, earthquake seismology and seismic prospecting where
the systems generally possess anisotropic properties, described, in their most general form, by
21 elastic coefficients and by the mass density of the material.
In the following sections we review many aspects of harmonic and transient wave propagation
in anisotropic media. In a companion paper [28] we use two full-wave numerical methods to solve
the problem without any approximation regarding the type of symmetry nor the orientation of
the free surface.
2. Harmonic fields
A survey of the extensive literature shows that most theoretical and experimental studies
on SAW propagation in anisotropic solids have been conducted in the frequency domain, which
allows a deeper understanding of the physical phenomena involved. Unfortunately the various
surface waves are often given different names in different articles for the same kind of waves. In
appendix A we therefore review the different surface waves that can be present in anisotropic
media, and the results obtained in previous works.
To our knowledge, SAWs in an anisotropic half-space were first studied by Sveklo [29], Stoneley [30], Gold [31], Deresiewicz and Mindlin [32], and Synge [33], followed by Gazis et al. [34],
Buchwald [35] and Buchwald and Davies [36]. After deriving a complex secular equation and solving it by discarding some valid solutions, such as those associated with the generalized Rayleigh
wave for instance (see more comments in Burridge [37] and Musgrave [38]), most of the authors concluded incorrectly that SAWs could travel either only in discrete directions, or in some
well-defined regions, along symmetry planes of certain cubic materials. Later, Lim and Farnell
[39] made extensive numerical computations and could not find the previously reported range of
“forbidden” directions of SAW propagation along symmetry as well as non-symmetry planes of
various crystals. This result was also confirmed by the thorough mathematical analysis of the
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complex secular equation presented in Burridge [37]. Moreover, Lim and Farnell [39, 40] studied
numerically the range of existence and the behavior of the various waves that can propagate at
the free surface of cubic crystals. By analyzing the roots of the secular equation in the complex
plane, they deduced the velocity, attenuation, displacement, and energy flow of the large variety
of “surface waves” for any direction of propagation at the (001), (110), and (111) planes of cubic
media. The review of Farnell [41] is an excellent concise survey of harmonic propagation of SAWs
at the free surface of cubic media.
These results obtained based on computer studies have been strengthened by theoretical
foundations making use of the so-called “sextic” formalism. This approach, now known as the
Stroh formalism, stems from the analogy between elastic fields created by uniformly moving line
dislocations and surface wave propagation, initially recognized by Stroh [42], and subsequently
extended by many researchers, including Barnett, Lothe and their collaborators [43–45]. By
expressing the equation of motion and the stress-strain law as a linear system of six first-order
ordinary differential equations with respect to the six-dimensional polarization-traction vector,
the sextic state-vector formalism reformulates the SAW problem into a standard eigenvalue problem [46, 47]. The six eigenvectors represent six inhomogeneous waves. The three eigenvectors
that are associated with physical solutions are directly related to the waves whose linear combination results in SAW solutions (see Barnett [48] for a concise description of the Stroh formalism
for steady waves). Under the framework of the Stroh formalism, the criteria for the existence
of the different kinds of waves that can propagate at the free surface of an anisotropic elastic
half-space have been thoroughly discussed in many articles, and general theorems have been
established.
Limiting bulk waves (LBW) are waves propagating along the surface of an anisotropic halfspace with threshold velocities, namely the so-called limiting velocities. These waves exist for
any crystallographic orientation, and their velocity can easily be determined geometrically from
the analysis of the cross-section of the slowness surfaces of the three bulk waves at the sagittal
plane. The successive limiting velocities are given by the tangential contact between the slowness
branches and the normal to the free surface. The limiting velocities are therefore the lowest
velocities for bulk wave propagation and the LBWs carry energy along the surface [49]. In an
isotropic medium the velocity of the slowest LBW is just the S-wave velocity. The velocity Vlim
of the slowest LBW plays a key role in the general theory of SAW propagation in anisotropic
media, as it constitutes the transition between the subsonic region, where wave velocities V are
smaller than Vlim and the eigenvalues of the SAW problem are three pairs of complex conjugates,
and the supersonic region where wave velocities V are higher than Vlim . At the limit Vlim , called
the first transonic state [48], one of the conjugate pairs coalesces into one degenerate eigenvalue
that in the supersonic region splits into a pair of different real eigenvalues.
The exceptional limiting bulk waves (EBW), also improperly called the exceptional bulk waves
(see Appendix A), also play a central role, as will be shown below. Such waves are in fact
particular LBWs whose polarization vector always lies in the plane that bounds the anisotropic
medium, and which satisfy the boundary conditions at the surface of the anisotropic half-space.
In that sense, they are similar to the so-called surface skimming bulk wave in isotropic half-spaces
[48, 50, 51], the SH wave being a particular example of such a surface skimming bulk wave, and
then a particular case of EBW. Nevertheless, contrary to the isotropic case, EBWs can be either
quasi S-waves or quasi P-waves, and they are truly “exceptional” in the sense that they occur
only for isolated directions of propagation on certain orientations of the crystal surface. For very
simple cases such as high symmetry configurations (e.g., the [100] or [110] directions on the (001)
surface of a cubic crystal), they are just an SH type.
In anisotropic media there is a large variety of SAWs that can be either subsonic or supersonic,
contrary to the isotropic case. Two types of classifications have been proposed. The first is based
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on the degeneracies in the Stroh formalism [52–55], while the second is formulated in terms of
the number of inhomogeneous (and homogeneous) bulk waves involved in the construction of
the SAW solution. In the more general case when the free surface is not a symmetry plane
of the anisotropic material, the SAW consists of a linear combination of three inhomogeneous
waves. Yet, following the behavior of the roots of the characteristic equation and the value of the
coefficients of the linear combination, the SAW can be composed of three, two, or even simply
one inhomogeneous wave, contrary to the isotropic case. The SAWs are thus classified into
three types: three-component, two-component, and one-component SAW. For instance, for some
specific directions of propagation, such as symmetry planes, one bulk wave is not coupled with
the two others, and only two of the three bulk waves are therefore involved in the construction of
the SAW. As an example, one can mention the subsonic two-component SAW, which cannot be
polarized parallel to the free boundary plane in stable anisotropic linear elastic half-spaces [56]. It
has been proven that there exists at most one such “pure” SAW solution in the subsonic domain
for a given geometry of propagation. As for the isotropic case, the pure SAW results from a
linear combination of only two inhomogeneous bulk waves whose amplitude decays exponentially
and monotonically away from the surface. This subsonic two-component Rayleigh wave (RW)
exists, provided an EBW does not exist, otherwise a subsonic two-component generalized RW
(see Appendix A), whose amplitude decays exponentially but with oscillations away from the
surface, may or may not arise [45, 46, 57, 58].
A SAW undamped in the direction of propagation is intrinsically a subsonic phenomenon.
Nevertheless, contrary to the isotropic case, pure undamped two-component SAWs can propagate
with supersonic velocity for some specific directions of propagation on the free surface of materials
of various degrees of symmetry. The symmetrical supersonic surface waves (symmetrical SSW)
(see Appendix A) are the first kind of two-component waves that can exist in the supersonic
region. They can occur in so-called α−configurations [59–62], in which the so-called reference
plane ℜ, spanned by the normal n̂ to the surface and the propagation direction m̂, coincides
with a plane of material symmetry [63]. For instance for cubic materials the symmetrical SSW
can only exist on the (001) and (110) planes [64]. For high-symmetry directions, such as the
[110] direction on the (001) plane of a cubic crystal, such a wave is simply a supersonic SAW of
generalized-Rayleigh type. A pure undamped (two-component) generalized Rayleigh wave may
propagate with supersonic velocity for isolated cases usually corresponding to high-symmetry
directions of propagation in which an EBW exists [41]. This wave, which can be considered as
secluded from the subsonic branch of the SAW, is in fact a starting point for the branch of a
leaky SAW [65–67].
For off-symmetry directions, the elastodynamics equations of motion having both inhomogeneous and homogeneous wave solutions, the (three-component) leaky SAW radiates its energy
towards the bulk of the anisotropic medium (see Appendix A), as the leaky Rayleigh waves do at
specific liquid-solid interfaces [68]. The velocity of the leaky SAW and the magnitude of its attenuation along the direction of propagation strongly depend on the perturbation of the orientation
from the symmetry direction [69], but for many cases the radiation of energy is small enough
that the leaky SAWs are easily observable in experimental conditions [70, 71]. As the orientation
of the direction of propagation approaches high-symmetry directions, the contribution of the
bulk homogeneous wave in the construction of the SAW may however vanish, together with the
damping of the leaky SAW in the direction of propagation, and the (three-component) leaky
SAW turns into a generalized RW. The leaky SAW can originate either from a (two-component)
generalized RW (as is the case for the (001) plane of copper [41]), or from an EBW [72] by a
resonance phenomenon [73, 74] (as is the case for the (111) plane of copper [41]). Note that solutions of leaky-SAW type occur neither in isotropic media, nor in weakly anisotropic media (see
Farnell [41], page 164). Along the leaky SAW branch there may exist other isolated points where
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the contribution of the bulk homogeneous wave in the construction of the SAW may vanish,
together with the damping of the leaky SAW [75, 76], leaving a pure undamped two-component
(non symmetrical) supersonic SAW. This wave can be considered as secluded from the branch
of the subsonic SAW, and it is then called the secluded supersonic surface wave (secluded SSW
[77–79]) (see Appendix A).
The existence and the properties of SAW in anisotropic media are mainly constrained by the
orientation of the free surface and by the direction of propagation. This fact is well illustrated by
the secluded (non symmetrical) SSW. Indeed, this wave cannot propagate in the α−configuration
[63, 67, 76]. Nevertheless, this kind of wave may propagate when the free boundary of the
anisotropic half-space is a symmetry plane (the so-called β−configuration [63]), or when the plane
perpendicular to the reference plane and to the direction of wave propagation is a symmetry plane
(the so-called γ−configuration [63, 67, 76]). The secluded SSW generally exists for a direction for
which there is also a subsonic RW [77]. This is precisely the case, for instance, for the (001) plane
of cubic crystals [67]. Its occurrence has been investigated in a more general case by Maznev and
Every [79] for a germanium crystal. It has been found to exist for a one-dimensional subspace,
within the three-dimensional space of SAW geometries (i.e. surface orientations and propagation
directions).
Contrary to the subsonic domain, a one-component SAW (see Appendix A), consisting of
one inhomogeneous wave that satisfies the boundary condition at the surface of the anisotropic
half-space, can exist in the supersonic region in an arbitrarily anisotropic crystal under certain
conditions depending on the value of the elastic coefficients of the medium [60, 80]. General existence theorems for such waves that do not exist in isotropic materials have also been established
for anisotropic media with symmetry in many studies. No one-component SAW generally exists
in α−, β−, or γ−configurations [60, 81, 82], except for particular triclinic materials [80] and
for some orthorhombic and some transversely-isotropic (TI) materials [83]. More specifically, a
one-component SAW cannot travel in stable TI media whose symmetry axis coincides with the
direction of propagation [81, 84]. It has also been shown that no one-component SAW can exist
in stable cubic materials [81, 84].
In the subsonic region, a kind of SAW arises in the neighborhood of the directions of propagation that permit the existence of an EBW [49] and therefore, following the condition for the
existence of RW established by Barnett and Lothe [44], in the neighborhood of orientations for
which a subsonic RW cannot propagate [85]. The so-called quasi-bulk surface wave (QBSW) (see
Appendix A) can be viewed as a continuous transition from the RW towards the EBW, through
non-pure SAW with particle displacements not occurring in the sagittal plane and energy flux
not being collinear with the propagation vector. Near the symmetry directions where an EBW
can propagate, the SAW is transformed into a QBSW with a depth of penetration that increases
for decreasing angles of deviation from the symmetry directions. The penetration of the wave
into the crystal may become so large that the term “surface wave” can be misleading. In fact,
the QBSW results from the (very) small contribution of two inhomogeneous waves and the predominant contribution of one wave whose characteristics differ slightly from those of the EBW.
The properties of the QBSW, which are thus strongly related to the associated EBW, have been
studied for crystals of hexagonal [85] and arbitrary [86] symmetries. In particular the phase
velocity of the QBSW is found to be slightly smaller than the associated limiting velocity of the
bulk waves.
Many authors have emphasized the close connection between the space of simple reflection
and the space of degeneracy in the Stroh eigenvalue problem and in SAW problems [41, 53, 69, 76–
78, 83, 87, 88].
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3. Transient propagation
Whereas harmonic wave propagation at the free surface of anisotropic media has been widely
investigated, research on transient wave propagation is rather scarce. The so-called Lamb’s
problem [89] is the study of the response of an elastic half-space to an impulsive line or point
load at its surface. The fundamental solution for a homogeneous isotropic elastic material, both in
the frequency and in the time domains, is classical [89, 90]. Unfortunately, anisotropy introduces
considerable difficulty in generalizing this solution. A convenient way of deriving the displacement
Green’s functions of anisotropic materials is to use integral transform techniques, and more
specifically mixed Fourier-Laplace transforms. Several researchers have used the Cagniard-de
Hoop (CdH) method [91–93] to reduce the Fourier-Laplace transforms to a single integral over
a contour in a complex plane that must be determined. Kraut [94] first applied this method to
study the 2D Lamb’s problem for a line source of normal stress lying on the free surface of a TI
medium (a beryl crystal) normal to the axis of symmetry. Burridge [95] extended the technique
to the most general class of anisotropic solids and to a surface of arbitrary orientation loaded by
an impulsive line traction. Only numerical results were presented for the surface displacement
at the (111) plane of cubic copper, and the RW and leaky SAW were identified. The case of
a point source, applied at the surface of TI solids with its normal coinciding with the axis of
symmetry, has been treated in a similar way by Ryan [96]. In contrast with the 2D problem,
the 3D Lamb’s problem does not admit an explicit solution for the surface displacements. They
are then found in terms of single finite integrals that must be evaluated numerically. In Payton
[97], 2D and 3D problems of transient wave propagation in TI half-spaces that admit an explicit
representation of the displacement field are studied. In particular, the epicenter motion of the
surface due to a buried point source located on the symmetry axis, and the epicentral-axis motion
caused by a normal point load suddenly applied on the surface, are explicitly evaluated based
on residue calculations in the complex plane. They are also shown to be related by the BettiRayleigh theorem. More recently, Deschamps and his co-authors used the CdH technique to
calculate the interior and the surface responses of a general cubic half-space to line and point
loadings [98–101]. By analyzing the CdH contours and the singular points in the complex plane,
they observed physical phenomena such as wavefront focusing for both the RW and the EBW
as well as the diffraction caused by the cusps and the possible generation of the leaky SAW.
Numerical calculations of only the normal component of the displacement (used in laboratory
laser experiments) have been performed for a half-space belonging to the cubic class of symmetry.
For instance, results for the (100) surface of a copper crystal and several directions of observation
are shown in Bescond and Deschamps [100, 101].
As for the anisotropic case the CdH technique requires the analysis of complicated branch-cut
integrals in the complex plane, it is considered too cumbersome to be numerically handled and
therefore alternative methods have been proposed. One of them, first developed by Willis [102]
and then used by Wang and Achenbach [103–106], uses Fourier and Radon transforms. It is based
on a direct construction of the solution to the 3D Lamb’s problem for general anisotropic solids
by a superposition of time-transient plane waves. It allows one to obtain integral expressions
defined in a finite domain that corresponds to the projection of the slowness surface to the surface
of the solid. Unfortunately, their calculations have not emphasized the cuspidal structure in the
Rayleigh wavefront, as well as the existence of the leaky SAW. In a similar way, Tewary and
Fortunko [107] derived an expression for the 3D waveforms due to a delta-function pulse on
the free surface of tetragonal solids, convenient for numerical computations as it requires only
a 1D numerical integration. Another alternative method to the CdH technique is based on
Fourier transforms of the equations of motion and boundary conditions, with respect to the
time and the spatial coordinates parallel to the surface. The surface displacement response of
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an anisotropic half-space to sudden loading at a point on the surface is then reduced to a 1D
integral for numerical evaluation [108]. The method used by Every and his collaborators can
cope with Rayleigh poles and leaky SAW resonances, as shown by the good agreement between
the calculated surface displacement responses to a point loading for several directions on the
(001)-oriented surface of copper crystal and measured surface waveforms [109]. More precisely,
multiple RW arrivals resulting from the folding of the SAW ray surface associated with sharp
peaks in the SAW amplitude expressing caustics in the SAW intensity, and then the so-called
“phonon focusing effect” [110–115], have been predicted and observed experimentally, as well as
leaky SAW resonance and singularities in bulk wave arrival associated with the presence of EBW.
In the case of a general anisotropic half-space subjected to an impulsive line load, Maznev and
Every [116] derived results similar to those reported by Burridge [95] by using Fourier transforms.
They illustrated the role of SAW, leaky SAW and bulk waves in the calculated surface response for
the (111)-oriented surface of silicon. The studies providing the dynamic displacement response
of the (001)-, (110)-, and (111)-oriented surface of copper crystal, developed by [5, 100, 101, 109],
will be used as a reference in our numerical study reported in a companion paper.
4. Conclusions
We provided a review of harmonic and transient elastic wave propagation in anisotropic
media with particular emphasis on surface-wave propagation in crystals, minerals and metals.
This review clarifies the terminology used for the surface waves. In a companion paper we
propose two spectral numerical modeling algorithms to obtain the full-wave solution for the
wave propagation at the surface of media with arbitrary symmetry.
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Appendix A. Waves propagating at the free surface of an anisotropic half-space
SAWs propagating along the free surface of an anisotropic elastic half-space result from the
linear combination of three bulk waves, which are generally damped with depth. The associated
displacement field u (r, t) can be written as:
u (r, t) =

3
X

Cn An exp [i k (m · r + pn n · r − V t)]

(A.1)

n=1

where r is the space vector and t the time variable. The coefficients Cn of the linear combination
for the three bulk waves are determined from the boundary conditions at the free surface and can
be real- or complex-valued. They characterize the wave amplitude up to an arbitrary infinitesimal
factor, while the vectors An denote their polarization. The wavenumber k, associated with the
phase velocity V , is the projection of the wave vector k of the SAW on the direction of propagation
m at the free surface of the anisotropic half-space. Vector n denotes the normal to the surface
of the medium. Parameters pn = k · n/k · m are complex-valued in the subsonic region, while in
the supersonic region at least one pn lies on the real axis of the complex plane and is associated
with a bulk wave. Depending on the values of Cn and pn , the SAW consists of one, two, or
three components. There is a large variety of SAWs that can propagate at the free surface of
anisotropic materials, therefore let us review them here.
Appendix A.1. Exceptional (limiting) bulk wave (EBW)
Strictly speaking, the exceptional bulk waves (EBW) [46, 117] are bulk waves that satisfy the
boundary conditions at the free surface of the anisotropic medium, and whose polarization vector
always lies in the plane that bounds the medium [118]. Unlike the limiting bulk waves (LBW),
these waves are in fact eigensolutions for the SAW problem. In most articles the term EBW
is however improperly used for the particular EBW that propagates with the limiting velocity
Vlim , instead of the term “exceptional limiting bulk waves”, although the exceptional limiting
bulk waves are in fact a subset of the broader class of EBW. The exceptional limiting bulk waves
then combine the properties of the EBW (namely, polarization parallel to the free surface of the
medium, and boundary conditions satisfied at the free surface) with those of the limiting bulk
waves (namely, propagation at the limiting velocity, and energy flux parallel to the crystal surface
[45]). Hereafter and in the article, the exceptional limiting bulk waves are denoted by EBW.
Though propagating along the surface, unlike SAWs the EBWs do not decrease in amplitude as
the distance from the surface increases. Their presence is a general feature of general anisotropic
crystals, and it is not limited to media with high symmetry only [118–121]. The EBWs are
quite similar to the so-called surface skimming bulk waves in isotropic solids [48, 50, 51], SH
waves being a particular case of such surface skimming bulk waves. Nevertheless, unlike these
waves, EBWs are not limited to definite kinds of bulk waves [48]: they can be quasi-P or quasi-S
waves, provided that their polarization vector lies in the plane that bounds the medium. While
quasi-S EBWs exist in all crystals, only few anisotropic media permit the propagation of quasi-P
EBWs [51]. Moreover, EBWs satisfy the boundary conditions at the surface of the anisotropic
half-space only for specific directions.
EBWs are also termed “improper SAWs”, “bulk surface waves” [45], or even “surface skimming bulk waves” [48, 50, 109, 122]. The term “lateral waves” is also used [4] and should be
understood as “grazing rays”. The EBW should not be mistaken for head waves.
Composite EBWs [57] that are a superposition of two or three EBWs can exist for certain
types of transonic states, according to the classification established by Chadwick and Smith [46]
(see Barnett [48] for a detailed discussion). Nevertheless, the EBW of the first kind described in
8

Chadwick and Smith [46] and that is not composite is in fact the usual EBW defined in SAW
theory.
Appendix A.2. Rayleigh wave (RW)
For an arbitrary free boundary surface and an arbitrary direction of propagation, the Rayleigh
wave consists of a linear combination of three phase-matched evanescent waves whose amplitude
decays exponentially and monotonically away from the surface. The RW is thus intrinsically a
subsonic phenomenon. It then propagates undamped at the free surface of an elastic half-space
with a subsonic velocity VR that is slightly smaller than the limiting velocity Vlim . The motion of
the RW describes an ellipse that is generally tilted with respect to the sagittal plane. However,
for symmetry directions, only two of the three waves are involved in the RW construction and
the corresponding motion describing an ellipse occurs in the sagittal plane, as in the isotropic
case. The energy carried by the RW is generally concentrated in a roughly one-wavelength-thick
waveguide below the free surface for high symmetry directions, but it can penetrate deeper in
the bulk of the anisotropic medium for out-of-symmetry directions. The RW never coexists with
an EBW propagating in the same direction, as in the isotropic case.
Because its properties are similar to those of a RW propagating at the free surface of an
isotropic elastic medium, the RW is also called an “ordinary RW” [123], a “pure SAW” or “pure
RW”, or a “proper SAW” [44].
Appendix A.3. Generalized Rayleigh wave (generalized RW)
The generalized Rayleigh wave is a kind of Rayleigh wave that can propagate with either
a subsonic or supersonic velocity. It does not exist in isotropic media. Unlike the RW, it
consists of two components whose amplitude is non-monotonically damped towards the bulk of
the anisotropic medium, but with an oscillatory trend [123, 124]. The period of the oscillations
of the amplitude as well as the penetration distance in the bulk of the medium and the velocity of
the generalized RW depend on the so-called anisotropy parameter of the material. For instance,
for the (001) plane of a cubic medium this parameter is characterized either by [125] A =
2 c44 / (c11 − c12 ), or by [123] η = 1/A, where c11 , c44 , and c12 are the three independent elastic
coefficients of the anisotropic medium. It has been shown that the period of the oscillations
decreases with increasing values of the anisotropy parameter [125] A, or decreasing values of
parameter [123] η. Moreover, the velocity of the generalized RW decreases with decreasing values
of parameter η. Approximate expressions for the phase velocity and the oscillation damping
have been established for cubic media with η < 41 in Royer and Dieulesaint [125]. Usually, the
generalized RW propagates undamped in the direction of propagation with a subsonic velocity
and its polarization is elliptical in the sagittal plane. Nevertheless, the generalized RW can also
be a two-component supersonic wave for isolated cases corresponding usually to high-symmetry
directions of propagation [41]. In this case, it generally belongs to the branch of a leaky SAW
[65, 76]. Contrary to the RW, the generalized RW may coexist with an EBW propagating in the
same direction.
The RW and the generalized RW cannot coexist. For instance, for cubic materials and
depending on the anisotropy parameter η, the RW that propagates along symmetry directions
on high-symmetry boundary surfaces can be either ordinary or generalized. Kosevich et al.
[123, 124, 126] have analyzed the conditions under which the transition from an ordinary RW
to a generalized RW takes place in cubic crystals for various values of the anisotropy parameter
η. Their work strengthens the numerical study of Gazis et al. [34]. The transition occurs at
a particular value (η = η0 ≃ 1) for which there is degeneracy of the roots of the characteristic
equation for the bulk vibrations. The region η < η0 corresponds to the existence of the generalized
RW, while the region η > η0 corresponds to the existence of the ordinary RW. It has been shown
9

[124] that the non-convexity of the cross-section of the slowness surface of the bulk shear wave,
polarized in the sagittal plane, is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for the existence
of a generalized RW. In highly anisotropic crystals (i.e., for instance with η ≪ 1), one of the
two components involved in the construction of the generalized RW can become dominant, have
an almost linear polarization normal to the free surface, and can penetrate into the crystals
to a depth significantly greater than the wavelength. The generalized RW can thus possess
the properties of both the bulk wave and the pure RW, whose penetration depth is about the
wavelength. Such a wave is called the deeply penetrating RW (DPRW) and has been thoroughly
investigated by Kosevich et al. [126] in the case of wave propagation along the [100] direction on
the (001) plane of a cubic crystal. However, the DPRW can propagate in crystals characterized
by a strong anisotropy of the velocity of bulk shear waves polarized in other sagittal planes as
well [124].
The generalized RW is also sometimes called “Rayleigh wave” by Lothe and his collaborators,
which may be confusing.
Appendix A.4. Quasi-bulk surface wave (QBSW)
The quasi-bulk (surface) wave arises in the neighborhood of the direction of propagation
at which an EBW exists. The criterion for the existence (respectively, absence) of the QBSW
in the neighborhood of symmetry orientations is then the absence (respectively, existence) of
subsonic RWs propagating in the symmetry direction [85]. At small deviation from this symmetry
direction, the bulk wave associated with the EBW is dominant in the construction of a threecomponent SAW and the three partial wave combination as a whole is referred to as a QBSW. In
fact, the QBSW can be considered as a gradual change of the SAW into the EBW. Its polarization
vector tilts towards the free surface of the anisotropic half-space. Furthermore, the smaller the
angle of deviation from the symmetry orientation, the less damped the wave is into the medium,
i.e., the wave penetrates deeper.
This is the reason why the QBSW is also called “quasi-bulk Rayleigh wave” [86], or “deeply
penetrating Rayleigh wave” [5], which may lead to confusions with the terminology used by
Kosevich and his collaborators to describe the behavior of RW in crystals with strong anisotropy
[126].
Appendix A.5. Leaky surface acoustic wave (leaky SAW)
The leaky wave is a solution to the boundary-value problem in the form of a linear combination
of two inhomogeneous waves and one bulk wave that radiates energy into the anisotropic medium.
The leaky SAW is inherently a supersonic phenomenon, and its velocity lies between the first
and second limiting velocities. This wave propagates damped in the direction of propagation.
Nevertheless, as for many cases the radiation of energy is small enough, the leaky SAW can easily
be observable in experimental conditions [70, 71]. Its properties are quite similar to those of a
leaky SAW propagating at the interface between an ideal fluid and an isotropic elastic medium
[68, 127]. Note that this kind of wave does not exist in an isotropic half-space. Approximate
expressions for its velocity and the magnitude of its attenuation along the direction of propagation
are given without any assumption on the symmetry of the crystal in [69]. The leaky SAW can
be caused by a generalized RW or by an EBW [69, 72, 75].
The leaky SAW is also called “pseudo SAW” [85], or “supersonic wave”.
Appendix A.6. Secluded supersonic surface wave (secluded SSW)
The secluded supersonic surface wave exists at the so-called pure points where the damping of
the leaky wave in the direction of propagation vanishes together with the coefficient of the linear
combination associated with the bulk wave. This results in a two-component (non-symmetrical)
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supersonic surface wave that generally exists for a specific direction along which a subsonic
Rayleigh wave can also propagate [77–79]. It can be seen as due to confluence between the space
of simple reflection and the leaky SAW branch [67, 76, 83, 128].
The secluded SSW is also called “non symmetrical supersonic wave” [79].
Appendix A.7. One-component surface acoustic wave (one-component SAW)
Mathematically, it is represented by degeneracy in the Stroh eigenvalue problem [60]. The onecomponent surface wave consists of only one inhomogeneous wave and is necessarily supersonic.
There are three versions of the one-component SAW [83]. Two are polarized in the plane of
the boundary of the anisotropic half-space [60, 80]. The third is a supersonic generalized onecomponent surface wave similar to the generalized Rayleigh wave studied in Kosevich et al. [123].
No one-component SAW exists for either isotropic elastic materials, or crystals of cubic symmetry
[81, 84]. This kind of wave can occur under certain conditions for particular triclinic media [80]
as well as for some particular TI media [81, 83, 84]. The one-component SAW can be seen as
due to confluence between the space of degeneracy and a two-component secluded SSW [83].
Appendix A.8. Symmetrical surface waves (symmetrical SAW)
Symmetrical surface waves are necessarily two-component SAWs that can occur in both the
subsonic and the supersonic regions when the sagittal plane in which they are polarized is a plane
of symmetry of the material [59, 60, 66]. They form a continuous branch extending from the
subsonic region into the supersonic region and occurring in materials of monoclinic, orthorhombic
and cubic symmetry [61, 62]. For high-symmetry directions on symmetry planes, such waves are
typically of RW or generalized-RW type.
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